spring break is here

what are your plans?

by maxbookman

Don't even think about saying you're just staying in Burlington. Burlington gets pretty empty when all 10,000 of us catamounts clear out. Campus is a ghost town and there's nobody around to chill with. Your options are either skiing or smoking pot on your couch watching Family Guy reruns on TBS. But! What if you were selected to become a member of an elite environmental hazard clean-up team charged with removing the remains of the beached whale that washed up on North Beach two weeks ago? You can say that they were trying to keep the whale alive, but after Shamu ate that girl at Sea World, the authorities decided it would be best to blow it up. Your mission: Picking up charred whale chunks and sticking them in a giant wheel barrel. Now those are plans to brag about.

Make "Oh, I'm just working at my old job for a week," into "Oh, I'm just working to save the refugees in Haiti." Aw, you're just a hard-working college student trying to make a little extra cash to pay off those student loans hanging over your head. You thought you would just call up your boss from your summer job at Hollister and tell her that you would like to spend a week folding seagull-embroidered polos and inhaling unhealthy quantities of the H.Co. cologne that permeates the entire store (and the 50 square foot section of the mall outside the store). What a snooze! Instead, say you're getting paid to go to Haiti to help feed all the starving refugees. They'll need the help, especially now that all the cable news anchors have hightailed it to Chile to cover the new devastating earthquake on the block.

Going back to Massachusetts to watch your little brother's hockey tournament? Make it Vancouver instead. There's nothing sadder than when someone talks about their lame spring break plans and then tries to look on the bright side with something even lam-mer-like, "but my little bro is gonna be in a three day hockey tournament, so that should be pretty cool!" No, dude, that's not going to be pretty cool. Pump it up by changing your thirteen year-old brother into to a twenty three year-old Olympian brother. He just finished up his Olympic service with Team USA and invited you out to Vancouver to party with him for a week, hardcore Canadian style. And you know how crazy those Canadians get.

Turn a family trip to Florida into a classic Spring Break partyfest! So you're going to the Sunshine State with the fam to visit grandma and grandpa. The warm weather will be a nice change, but that's right about where awesomeness will end. Florida, despite everyone's first reaction, really isn't the same thing as St. Thomas or Jamaica. Especially if your old folks live in shitty Pensacola. It's not exactly going to be bikini central. But you're not going to tell anyone about any of that. Instead, say you're going to where the real spring break is at. The Caribbean. Say you're going to St. Thomas with some friends from home for a week of classic Spring Break drunken debauchery, destruction of property, and fornication with strang-ers. Wow, that's original! Just kidding, it's what everyone does, but that's alright, people will believe you. After all, why would anyone lie about their spring break plans.
new world strikes back

the safety list

with macsmash

NFC IFBC has been covering the Olympics at all, only for it to be canceled.

Promos: Puppies are getting an upgrade. The tails side is now going to feature a
union shield with thirteen vertical stripes and a scruffing "You're not just a dog!
of love, the dogs are now receiving a much-needed upgrade.

Jim Bunning: The Republican Senator from Kentucky has been single-handedly
blatantly freezing a mediation procedure that would prevent 1.2 Americans from
being subjected to the worst excesses of pardoning pets.

Bunton: It was part of a larger gold medal
games between USA and Canada. Sadly, but truthfully, I'm
pretty happy that the gold medal games are over.

David Patterson: The Governor of New York has decided not to run for
the next election. Four by eventual National Champion Benjamin Zeidler,
who's in their shot at Georgetown. This Friday and the Cats will host the Tigers,
with massive holds in both the DWR rankings and a sweep of IIIFC will not
only strengthen their argument for top ten heading into the Hockey East Tournament, but would
undoubtedly have given CCIFC its dreams of returning to the National Stage.

UVM dope: Described both, they could be at risk of missing the IIIFC Tournament, though they
tend to have the better of them in the conference.

This past weekend, the hockey team traveled to Maine where they would make
home court in the championship game if they make it, which is obviously huge. So my point here is
that, we've got a game tomorrow night against the Hounds at 7pm.

With March right around the corner, the "madness" is building with UVM sports teams. Let's start with the men's hockey
team. As we all know, their titles were broken. Four by eventual National Champion Benjamin Zeidler,
who's in their shot at Georgetown. This Friday and the Cats will host the Tigers,
with massive holds in both the DWR rankings and a sweep of IIIFC will not
only strengthen their argument for top ten heading into the Hockey East Tournament, but would
undoubtedly have given CCIFC its dreams of returning to the National Stage.

UVM dope: Described both, they could be at risk of missing the IIIFC Tournament, though they
tend to have the better of them in the conference.

This past weekend, the hockey team traveled to Maine where they would make
home court in the championship game if they make it, which is obviously huge. So my point here is
that, we've got a game tomorrow night against the Hounds at 7pm.

NBC are being an accumulation of obstacles that have obstructed me from
messaging to my bring to the message's public.

David Patterson, announcing the 2008 campaign for his "mainstream-wash token" to the electorate, he
will not seek re-election for New York's highest office.

"the faces of nature have badly
been jossed

-Chilion President

Sophie Balch, speaking about the crouching 8:50 Alaska Bulldogs, which
after the charges, turned and caused a panic in the Pacific. The country is feeling
from the impact, but the good news is that these waves aren't as high as expected.

"It's numb, man. I can't feel a thing

-Anonymous 8:50 Alaska football player

about the health care bill largely because they feel it's too long and also
be care they Overseas-obsessional.

"I mean it's not present of a
color, it's just people.

-Maryland Attorney General, Jon K. Bangs, announcing
recent developments in a major murder case.

"I have never hit anyone

-Many of the Canadian government involved in the new campaign

circumstances. Male carriers can significantly lower the risk of infection for a man to contract HIV from an infected woman.

We look forward to hearing from you!
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debating giving up sex.

Girl 2 shows the group something on her computer.

happen?

Boy 1:

Boy 2:

Sunday morning.

Bailey-Howe Library:

Girl 2:

Davis Center Booth:

In the Davis Center:

Davis Center Third Floor:

Boy:

Sichel Hall, Outside of Girls’ Bathroom:

Outside of Given:

I don’t even know what I would do if I couldn’t

It’s like vagina beer ... it tastes like water...
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This page contains a mix of text and images. The text appears to be a mix of music reviews, commentary on Olympic figure skating, and some random musings. The images include advertisements for apps and other products written in Japanese. The text is not coherent and appears to be a mix of different topics with no clear structure or narrative. The content is difficult to interpret and does not seem to follow a single theme or purpose.